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Brighter ChildÂ® Alphabet Flash Cards offer children a fun and easy way to practice their alphabet

skills. The set features 54 cards that help reinforce phonics, uppercase and lowercase letter

recognition, and reading readiness skills. Charming full-color illustrations help to engage children,

and a special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.The

popularÂ Brighter ChildÂ® Flash CardsÂ give children a fun and easy way to practice important

skills. Offering 24 titles encompassing preschool to grade 5, each title focuses on an important

subject including early concepts, math, phonics, and U.S. History. Fun game ideas and learning

suggestions are included to help children build proficiency and confidence. Game cards also allow

children to develop thinking, decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills while playing fun games

at the same time.Select titles are also available in English-Spanish and Spanish-only versions.
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A friend recommended these Brighter Cards. I ordered several different card sets (shapes, letters,

numbers, words, etc) and have been working them with my 2 year old. He likes the cards and the

colors/ pictures on them. He also enjoys putting each card back in the box after we're done with

it.All in all I think these are a good learning tool. And I love the low price!!!!My only complaint is that



the cards are a bit on the thin side.....and when considering that toddlers will be handeling them,

they should be thicker to ensure durability and longevity.

These are just perfect for practicing the abcs with my son! We also turned it into a matching game,

can match a picture to the letter it starts with or the uppercase to the lowercase. I have him spell his

name or small words with them. There really is alot of possibilities of things you can do with these

cards! They where cheap fast shipping im very happy with this prodcut.

I purchased 2 different types of flash cards. One is the alphabet w/related pics starting with that

letter & the other is pictures you count 2 get the numerical answer. In addition a wooden number

puzzle & magnetic board w/numbers & letters. All in an effort 2 stimulate brain activity from dad

recovery from a massive stroke. We use them most on the days the physical therapy team are not

here as his homework ;)

I bought these educational cards for my 1 year old, so we could start working on our words,

numbers and colors. He absolutely loved them! We spent a lot of time looking at the cards and

picking out our favorite ones.. He even liked them so much he started to eat the corners on a few of

the cards! :)I look forward to buying more of these flash card sets as he gets older. Such a fun

learning activity for him!

These are amazing flash cards to be used as a teaching tool. I like that they have upper case and

lower case letters. The cards are big enough to see the letters and pictures at a distance but small

enough for little one's hands to manage them. Since my 2 year old is sometimes rough with the

cards they bend and would wish the paper stock were a bit thicker.Highly recommend these cards

for enrichment.

These are nice sturdy little cards and I like that there is not a picture on the front. I feel like that

confuses my little one and they wind up looking at the picture to figure out the sound instead of the

letter. :)Instead, the pic is on the back and it is like a "reward" of sorts for when they start

recognizing the sound/letter combo. I flip the card with the pic side up when they get it right!

I bought these ABC cards for my 22 month old son. I though he would be a bit young but we were

watching Super Why on PBS and he loves talking about letters! Because he is so young some of



the pictures are a bit confusing Q- Queen, G-Girl, V- Valentine. D is for Duck and G is for Goose to

my son they are both ducks.I do love how there is nothing else on the face with the letter it helps

keep my son to focus only on the letter! Not the picture or the colors. There are also one set of

cards for upper and lower case letters. The photos are different A- Applea- alligator. Overall I am

very happy with these cards, and would recommend them to everyone!

I like the slick side of the cards but still wish both sides were slick. I appreciate the quantity of cards

(I can play different games with the kids because it is like having duplicates of each letter).

However, for almost $3 a pack, I didn't appreciate "used" condition cards. One of my cards was

even torn at top. He box was used too. See picture.
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